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Rossmax Thermometer HC700 (English Version) 

Quick Guide 

How to measure correctly? 
1. Insert the ba�ery
2. Ver�cally aim the thermometer at the temple with a distance of less than 10 cm. If the

temple is covered with hair, sweat or dirt, remove the obstacle from the temple to improve
the measuring accuracy.

3. Press the “Measuring Trigger” bu�on to take temperature. Measurement is complete when
you hear a long beep sound.

4. Read the recorded temperature from the LCD display.

 

 





Temple Temperature -The thermometer has been designed for prac�cal use. It’s not meant to replace a 
visit to the doctor. Please also remember to compare the measurement result to 
your regular body temperature. 

Object Mode - The object mode shows the actual, unadjusted surface temperatures, which is different 
from the body temperature. It can help you to measure any object other than body 
surface, for example the baby’s milk. 

Fever Alarm - If thermometer detects a body temperature >= 37.5°C(99.5°F) there will be four beeps 
sound with flashing reading to warn the user for poten�al fever. 
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HC700 LCD Display 

Caution 
1. Only use the device once you have read and understood these instruc�ons for use. Keep the instruc�on

manual for use.
2. The thermometer and pa�ent needs to stay in the room in which the measurement is taken for at least

30 minutes before use.
3. It is recommend that you always take the temperature in the same loca�on, since temperature readings

may vary according to the loca�ons.
4. It is recommended that three temperatures are taken and the highest one taken as the reading

if:
a. New born infants
b. Children with a compromised immune system and for whom the presence or absence of fever is

cri�cal.
c. When the user is learning how to use the thermometer for the first �me un�l he/she has

familiarized himself/herself with the instrument and obtains consistent readings.
d. The reading is extremely low.

5. Do not take a measurement while drinking, ea�ng, swea�ng or exercising.
6. When take the device from storage at below or above 16~40°C (60.8~104°F), place it in 16~40°C

(60.8~104°F) temperature range for at least 30 minutes before use.
7. Remove the ba�ery if the device will not be used for a long �me.

1. The temple temperature measurement mode
2. The object temperature measurement mode
3. Ba�ery
4. °C/°F scale
5. Temperature display

Click the bu�on to turning the 
buzzer On/Off 

Push the bu�on for switching between 
Celsius (°C) and Fahrenheit (°F) 

Push the bu�on for switching between 

Body Mode ( ) and Object Mode ( ) 

Remarks: Please consult your doctor for the interpretation of results and diagnosis.


